
Pre-AP English II 

Writing a Style Analysis Paper 

 

Writing a style analysis paper can be a tricky proposition, especially when it’s something you’re 

not used to doing. As you’ve progressed through school, you’ve probably written book reports, 

reports for history, reports for science. As you got to high school, you probably started writing 

reader response papers. Now that you’re used to writing those, you probably don’t remember that 

there was a learning curve with each of them, too.  

 

A style analysis paper asks you to do something completely new. It asks you to take a text, be it a 

novel, short story, play, poem…whatever, and rip it apart. Then, once you have it ripped apart, it 

asks you to look deep inside the text and see how everything works; how everything fits 

together; how the author used all of those words, sentences, paragraphs, symbols, and images to 

make that story what it is. 

 

Doing that can be tricky. But, what I hope to do with the following is make it a little easier on 

you to, at the very least, get something on paper, and hopefully to compose a solid style analysis. 

This is a step-by-step guide that will help you along the way. 

  



I. Getting Started: The Pre-Writing Process 

 

Before you can even think about putting words down “on paper,” it is imperative that you 

spend a significant amount of time in the pre-writing process. Organize your thoughts. 

Figure out what you want to write before you begin writing it. 

 

A.  Start with your theme statement…hey! You mean that thing is good for something? 

Uh-huh. A solid and well-written theme statement is a great place to start—then you can 

work from there to write your paper. 

 

Thematic idea: love 

 

Statement about the thematic idea: can be simultaneously wonderful and painful 

 

Qualifying statement: even if two people genuinely love one another 

 

Evidence from text: when Jay and Daisy realize they cannot be together despite their 

true love for each other 
 

Now we have everything we need to write a theme statement. 

 

The statement… 

In The Great Gatsby, F. Scott Fitzgerald presents the idea that love can be simultaneously 

wonderful and painful, even if both people genuinely love one another, when Jay and 

Daisy realize they can never be together despite their true love for each another. 

(Remember: your theme statement should be a complete sentence!) 

 

Now that we have a solid theme statement, let’s look at the prompt for the essay….. 

 

How does F. Scott Fitzgerald rely on imagery, figurative language, and 

symbolism to develop setting, character, and/or conflict, which ultimately inform 

the theme(s) in The Great Gatsby? Consider his use of colors, names, objects, etc., 

in your response. 

 

So, if our theme is love can be simultaneously wonderful and painful, which of the story 

elements would we discuss?  

 

In this case, we would use character and conflict because the theme directly 

relates to characters in the novel and how their relationship with one another 

impacts the story. 

 

Now you can build a guiding question to answer in your paper: How does Fitzgerald rely 

on figurative language, symbol, and/or imagery to develop the characters (Jay and Daisy) 

and the conflict between them to establish the theme love can be simultaneously 

wonderful and painful? 



 

B. What’s next? (Steps to take BEFORE you start writing…) 

 

1. Find evidence from the text to back up your theme statement. 

a. Daisy promised to wait for Gatsby, but then married Tom even though she really 

does love Jay. 

b. Gatsby stares at the green light from Daisy’s dock knowing he can never reach 

out and touch it even though it’s so close, just like he can never have Daisy even 

though she is so close. 

c. Gatsby wants Daisy to have never loved Tom. Daisy says, “you ask too much.” 

d. Although Daisy’s love for Jay is real, he cannot give her all that she wants in life. 

e. Others??? 

 

2. Determine which of these you think you can build the strongest “argument” 

considering the guiding question you must answer.  

Hint: it doesn’t have to be 3! I would rather read a great paper with one or two 

really well-developed ideas than a formulaic 5 paragraph paper composed of 3 

underdeveloped arguments with little evidence or explanation. 

3. In the examples you choose, what rhetorical (style) technique is being used to 

develop that idea? Figurative language? Symbol? Imagery? More than one? 

 

4. How does Fitzgerald use those style techniques to develop the idea – don’t just say 

that he does, explain how. Be specific! 

 

5. Finally…the most important question of all…WHY?:  

 

 WHY THE HECK IS IT IMPORTANT ENOUGH TO WRITE ABOUT?  

 WHAT IMPACT DOES IT HAVE ON THE NOVEL?  

 WHAT IMPACT DOES IT HAVE ON THE READER? 

 WHAT LESSON DO WE LEARN FROM IT ABOUT THE WORLD, ABOUT 

OURSELVES, ABOUT SOCIETY, ETC.? 

 

Now that you’ve answered these questions, you’re ready to start writing the paper. 

  



C. Writing the paper: 

 

1. Don’t start with the introduction, or even the thesis. Build the body paragraphs first. 

If you want to write down your theme statement and guiding question at the 

beginning of the paper so that you can refer back to it, that’s ok, but it is often much 

easier to start with the body rather than with the intro/thesis. 

 

2. Remember, I’m not looking for a summary of the story—after all, I’ve read it three 

times already. I’m looking for YOUR thoughts, your interpretation, your analysis, 

and your reaction. I know what Fitzgerald wrote, and I know what I think about it. 

Now, I want you to tell me what you think. 

 

3. Stop looking for the “right answer!” This isn’t a multiple choice test. This is all 

about YOU! If you can back up your argument with evidence from the text (and it 

makes sense), then I will judge it on those merits. I might not agree with your 

conclusion, but if you’ve backed it up, I will accept it and score it accordingly. 

 

4. Write first, edit later. Just start getting your thoughts down on paper. You can 

come back later and edit out what doesn’t need to be there, or add in what you still 

need, but you gotta get something “on paper” before you can do that. Remember, 

writers write, so just keep writing! 

 

5. When you finish writing a paragraph/argument, go back and look at your theme 

statement and guiding question. Then, ask yourself: does what I wrote here directly 

relate to my theme statement and answer my guiding question? If not, what do I 

need to do to fix it? 

 

6. Are your body paragraphs coherent? Do your arguments and conclusions make 

sense? Is the evidence you’ve used relevant and applicable to them? If not, what do 

you need to do to fix it? 

 

7. Do each of the paragraphs answer the most important question: WHY? (See 

above.) If not, answer it! 

 

8. After you’ve edited your body paragraphs and are satisfied with them, go back and 

look at the transitions between them. Ask yourself these questions: 

 

a. Do my paragraphs make sense in the order they’re in? If not, reorder them so 

that they make more sense. 

 

b. Do my paragraphs flow smoothly from one to the next? Write transitions 

between the paragraphs. Generally, at this level, you don’t want to use “first,” 

“next,” and “finally” or “last.” Try to write a transition sentence at the end of the 

previous paragraph, or at the beginning of the new paragraph which eases the 

reader to the next topic and doesn’t just drop the new topic on top of the reader 

like an anvil falling from the sky.  



 

9. Now that your body paragraphs are written, revised, and edited; now that they are 

coherent, and are in a logical order, you can go back and write your 

introduction….but how?? 

 

D. The introduction…say what you’re going to say before you say it, but don’t say too 

much about it, but make sure you say enough…easy peasy, right?  

Most students have trouble writing introductions—heck, I still have trouble writing them 

sometimes. But, the important thing to remember is that the only function your 

introductory paragraph has is to give your reader some idea about what your paper is 

focused on—to give them some idea to hold on to as they read. 

1. Things your introduction should have: 

 

a. The name of the book and its author…goodness gracious, don’t forget 

those things!  

 

b. A solid thesis statement. Now, truth be told, once you get to college and are 

writing on a higher level, the illusive “thesis statement” becomes a much 

more fluid thing. BUT…at this level, I want you to write a good solid thesis 

statement so that I know that you know what it is you’re writing about!  

 

c. Those really are the most important things in the intro. If you want to add a 

clarifying sentence or two, that’s fine, but it’s not necessary. 

 

2. Things your introduction should not have: 

 

a. Statements like, “I am going to be writing about,” or “In this paper I will tell 

you…,” or “This paper is about…” No, no, no! Don’t do that!! I’ll figure 

out what it is you’re writing about when I start reading. 

 

b. A summary of the story. This is not a book report. Besides, I already know 

the story. 

 

c. Too much detail about the points you’ll be making. Save that for the body. 

 

d. Don’t worry too much about a “hook statement.” At this level of writing, 

hook statements are often a bit trite and can take away from the importance 

of your ideas. 

  



3. Starting your introduction – say what you’re gonna say… 

In The Great Gatsby, F. Scott Fitzgerald presents the idea that love 

can be simultaneously wonderful and painful, even if both people 

genuinely love one another, when Jay and Daisy realize they can 

never be together despite their true love for each another. 

Hey, wait a minute! That looks familiar! Yes…a well-developed theme statement 

can actually function as a strong beginning for your introductory paragraph. Who 

knew? 

4. Now get to the point – tell me how you’re gonna prove it… 

Fitzgerald’s detailed imagery and subtle use of ordinary objects as 

important symbols allow the reader a look into the complex 

relationship between Jay Gatsby and Daisy Buchanan as they are 

reunited only to discover that, despite a genuine love for one 

another, their opportunity to be together has long passed, and that 

continuing to pursue their feelings could have painful—even 

deadly—consequences. 

***And, voila, your introduction is written…*** 

In The Great Gatsby, F. Scott Fitzgerald presents the idea that love can be 

simultaneously wonderful and painful, even if both people genuinely love one 

another, when Jay and Daisy realize they can never be together despite their true 

love for each other. Fitzgerald’s detailed imagery and subtle use of ordinary 

objects as important symbols allow the reader a look into the complex relationship 

between Jay Gatsby and Daisy Buchanan as they are reunited only to discover 

that, despite a genuine love for one another, their opportunity to be together has 

long passed, and that continuing to pursue their feelings could have painful—even 

deadly—consequences. 

  



D. The conclusion…say what you said after you said it, only don’t go on and on about it, oh, 

and say something that kinda gives the reader a good BANG to end on. Easy 

peasy…right?  

Yes, what I’m about to tell you is formulaic, and you probably will eventually need to 

break away from this a little bit in AP or college, but, for now, this is a good formula for 

writing a solid conclusion paragraph: 

1. Restate your thesis. But, for heaven’s sake, don’t just copy and paste it from 

your introduction—rewrite it in different words. 

 

2. Summarize your main ideas. Just do a quick rehash of your 

arguments/conclusions/analysis. You don’t need to go over all the details though. 

 

3. Give a closing thought. This is all you. Write a sentence that gives the reader 

something to think about. But, don’t write something like, “I really liked The 

Great Gatsby, and I think you will, too,” or “I think everyone should read The 

Great Gatsby,” or anything remotely similar to that. This is a style analysis, not a 

book review. 

  



That’s it…you’re done!  

SSSSCCCRRREEETTTCCCHHH!!!! No, you’re not! 

Did you… 

 Check for spelling, grammar, capitalization, and punctuation errors? Well, why not? I 

count off for them! 

 Get a fellow student to check for them? Well, think about doing that—often times other 

people catch mistakes we didn’t catch. 

 Check to be sure that all of your direct quotes and other evidence from the book is 

properly cited? You’d better do that, too while you’re at it. 

 Check to be sure that your paper is formatted properly: 

o Times New Roman, 12 pt. 

o Double Spaced 

o Proper Heading 

o Page Numbers in the top right of each page with your last name before them 

Ok, now you’re finished and ready to turn it in! 

 

I know that writing papers like this one is something new for most of you this year. But, we’re 

doing it to prepare you for either AP Language or dual credit college English next year. This is 

the type of writing you will be expected to do in either of those classes, and continuing on 

through your college career. 

The key is preparation and spending enough time working on the paper. I give you these 

assignments a week or more in advance so that you have the time to do proper pre-writing, 

drafting, revising, and editing. It’s up to you to use that time wisely.  

Oh, and don’t forget: if you’re having problems, TELL ME! I promise I won’t bite your head off 

about it, and I will help you. It’s a little tricky right now with EOC tutorials, but I will figure out 

a time to meet with you. But, please don’t wait until the last minute to tell me. If you do, it will 

most likely be too late. 

Finally (oops, look I broke my own rule about transitions…), you can do this!!! You are all 

more than capable of writing papers like this successfully. All it takes is time and effort! 

 

Now, I will leave you with the words of the noted American author and screenwriter, 

Edgar L. Doctorow: 

 

Writing is an exploration. You start from nothing and learn as you go. 


